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 Daniel Pipes
 FUNDAMENTALIST MUSLIMS

 BETWEEN AMERICA AND RUSSIA

 America is worse than Britain; Britain is worse than Amer
 ica. The Soviet Union is worse than both of them. They
 are all worse and more unclean than each other! But today
 it is America that we are concerned with.

 -^^? ??v- -y ?Ayatollah Khomeini, October 19641

 W T Y hen President Reagan and General Secretary Mikhail
 Gorbachev met in Geneva last November, the fundamentalist
 Muslim rulers of Iran devised their own interpretation of the
 summit conference. "The biggest worry of the two superpow
 ers," Radio Teheran announced, "is neither the 'star wars' nor
 the speedy buildup of nuclear weapons, but the revolutionary
 uprising of the world's Muslims and the oppressed." Iran's
 President Sayed Ali Khamenei asserted that the two leaders,
 fearful of revolutionary Islamic ideology and the disturbing
 effect it has across the Third World, met to figure out "how
 to confront Islam."2
 The rulers of Iran are convinced that the United States and
 the Soviet Union conspire together to keep Third World
 peoples in line. President Khamenei believes that the super
 powers have already divided the world between them and
 disagree only on the exact disposition of territories. The sum
 mit, in this view, provided a convenient occasion for them to
 negotiate their small differences.
 Muslim fundamentalists offer a most peculiar interpretation

 of superpower relationships, derived from an awareness of
 what many in the West overlook: cultural similarities between
 the United States and the Soviet Union far outweigh the
 differences between them. By looking beyond political dis
 agreements, fundamentalist Muslims see how much the two

 1 Imam Khomeini, Islam and Revolution, trans. Hamid Algar, Berkeley, Calif.: Mizan Press,
 1981, p. 185
 2 Radio Teheran, Nov. 17, 1985; Islamic Republic News Agency, Nov. 17, 1985.

 Daniel Pipes is the incoming Director of the Foreign Policy Research
 Institute in Philadelphia and Editor of Orbis. Copyright ? 1986 by Daniel
 Pipes.
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 share. If American and Soviet citizens alike have difficulty
 recognizing themselves?or, for that matter, each other?as
 they are portrayed by fundamentalist Muslims, this eccentric
 assessment motivates a significant body of opinion through the
 Muslim world.

 One might expect the fundamentalists' views to imply equal
 antipathy to the two superpowers. But this is not the case: even
 a cursory review of their news reports, commentaries, speeches
 and sermons reveals a preoccupation with America that borders
 on the obsessive. Although a good word is rarely said about
 the Soviet Union, neither is much said that is negative; it
 receives but a small fraction of the hatred and venom directed
 at the United States.

 If the two superpowers hatch joint conspiracies and work
 together to oppress the Third World, why this imbalance? If
 the two states are so similar, why does America attract so much
 more abuse? Is there anything the United States can do to
 direct more of the fundamentalist hostility toward the Soviet
 Union?

 II

 From the point of view of culture, the differences between
 the United States and the Soviet Union have only secondary
 importance in the eyes of fundamentalists. (For simplicity, "the
 United States" here includes America and its allies; "the Soviet
 Union" includes the entire Soviet bloc.) Knowledgeable Mus
 lims note that both cultures inherited the legacies of Greece,
 Rome, Christianity, Humanism, the Enlightenment and nine
 teenth-century rationalism. They recognize the common Eu
 ropean origins of American liberalism and Soviet Marxism.
 The two Western cultures are alike?and different from

 Islam?in many ways. Men wear pants, women wear skirts, and
 everyone sits on chairs. The intelligentsia in both countries
 listen to the same classical music, attend the same plays and
 admire the same oil paintings. Of special importance is the
 similarity in customs relating to the sexes?all of them rejected
 by fundamentalist Muslims: female athletics, coeducation, fe
 male employment, mixed social life, mixed swimming, dancing,
 dating, nightclubs, and so on.

 Both powers are perceived as having similar plans for impe
 rial expansion, continuing the scramble for colonies among the
 European states a century ago. "Before, it was the British that
 brought us misfortune," says Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini;
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 FUNDAMENTALIST MUSLIMS 941

 "now it is the Soviets on the one hand, and the Americans on
 the other."3 American and Soviet forces exist for the same
 purposes; their tanks, ships, planes and missiles look the same.
 Thus, the multinational peacekeeping force maintained in Leb
 anon from 1982 to 1984 was seen as an army of occupation no
 less than the Soviet troops in Afghanistan. The United States
 Central Command, established in 1983 to deter Soviet attacks
 in the Persian Gulf, looks to Muslim fundamentalists like mere
 camouflage for putting the instruments of American military
 expansion in place.

 Arguments between the two powers over freedom, equality,
 democracy and so on have little relevance to fundamentalist
 Muslims. As an Egyptian member of the Muslim Brethren
 commented to me in 1971, "Capitalism and Communism are
 not our concern; let the Christians fight these matters out on
 their own." The superpowers appear to share the belief that

 Western civilization is superior to all others, and fundamental
 ists sense strong elements of anti-Muslim sentiment among

 Americans and Russians alike. It hardly matters, therefore,
 who wins the superpower contest, for both sides aim to destroy
 Islamic culture and end Muslim independence. Ideally, the two
 giants will turn against each other and mutually exhaust them
 selves, thereby posing less of a threat to other peoples.

 Fundamentalists rejoice in being the objects of superpower
 hostility, regarding this as proof of their independence. They
 argue that Muslims should avoid close cooperation with either
 power: no economic concessions, political deals or intelligence
 agents, much less foreign soldiers or bases, should be permitted
 to compromise the Islamic identity. Umar at-Talmasani, an
 Egyptian fundamentalist, advises Muslims to "give up the
 United States and Russia and gird your loins. . . . We condemn
 the U.S. and Russian attitudes to us and we will reject, resist,
 and use every means to preserve our rights."4 Iran's negative
 neutrality is summed up by the oft-repeated slogan, "Neither
 East nor West."

 As Talmasani implies, violence is a legitimate tactic for
 preventing close relations with either superpower. Fundamen
 talist Muslims overthrew the shah's pro-Western government
 in Iran, then held American diplomats hostage for over a year.

 They assassinated Anwar al-Sadat in Egypt for his close ties to

 5 Khomeini, op. dt, p. 221.
 4 Umar at-Talmasani, Ash-Shab (Cairo), July 9, 1985.
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 the United States. The Soviet Union also feels fundamentalist
 opposition. Many of the mujahadeen troops battling the Soviet
 forces in Afghanistan are fundamentalist inspired. Former
 President Jafar al-Numeiri of the Sudan applied the Islamic
 law while persecuting Sudanese communists, sparring with
 Soviet friends such as Ethiopia and Libya, and reducing rela
 tions with Moscow to a minimum. Syrian fundamentalists

 mounted a campaign of assassinations against Soviet personnel
 in Syria during 1979-80. Fundamentalists in Lebanon took
 four Soviet diplomats hostage in 1985, killing one of them.

 Fundamentalists monitor closely the relative strengths of the
 Soviet Union and the United States in any given time and
 place, and respond accordingly. The greater its military, eco
 nomic and cultural presence, the more the superpower attracts
 the brunt of fundamentalist hostility. The fundamentalists'
 approach appears evenhanded: they opposed the Soviet pres
 ence in Egypt before 1973 as they opposed the American
 presence thereafter. Saudi relations with the United States are
 condemned just as those between Libya and the Soviet Union.
 Even when a superpower helps Muslims in wars against non
 Muslims, fundamentalists suspect its motives. Soviet aid to the
 Arab struggle against Israel and American aid to the Afghan
 rebels are seen with suspicion: the two powers, pursuing their
 own struggle, are only exploiting Muslims.

 in

 Fundamentalist Muslims base their views on public and pri
 vate life, indeed their entire existence, on the sacred law of
 Islam, the Shari'a. This massive body of regulations, drawn
 from precepts found in the Koran and other Islamic writings,
 covers everything from the most public aspects of life?a penal
 code based on corporal punishment, taxes in accordance with
 Koranic levies, second-class citizenship for non-Muslims living
 under Muslim rule?to the most intimate, such as personal
 hygiene and sexual relations.
 Full implementation of this law has always eluded Muslims,

 and the disparity between its norms and the realities of public
 life has brought schism. Traditionalists accepted this disparity;
 their flexibility does much to make Islam an immensely ap
 pealing religion to peoples of many backgrounds. Then, over
 the past century or so, secularists have come to believe that
 success in the modern world requires discarding anything that
 stands in the way of emulating the West. Reformist Muslims
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 have tried to interpret the Shari'a in such a way that its precepts
 could be made compatible with Western ways.

 Fundamentalists, however, became convinced that the law
 of Islam can and must be implemented in its every detail. For
 them, the exact fulfillment of God's commands in the Shari'a
 is a duty incumbent on all believers, as well as the Muslims'
 principal source of strength. The law is as valid today, they
 insist, as in past centuries. Fundamentalist Muslims contrast the
 splendor of medieval Islamic civilization with the backwardness
 and poverty of twentieth-century Muslims, and blame this
 degeneration on the influences from Europe.

 Although the fundamentalist outlook has existed in Islam
 since the seventh century, and even gained some early political
 successes, it became a powerful force only in the 1920s. While
 modern Muslim elites typically respond to encounters with
 Europe by experimenting with secularism and reformism, the
 masses prefer fundamentalism. Fundamentalism offers them
 an instrument with which to fend off frightening European
 influences and preserve accustomed ways. Hashemi Rafsanjani,
 speaker of the Iranian parliament, has stated what every fun
 damentalist believes: "Islam is important because it is capable
 of defeating Western culture."5

 Although fundamentalists think they are returning to well
 established ways and recreating an ancient way of life, in fact
 they espouse a radical program that has little precedent. While
 a fundamentalist like Ayatollah Khomeini is often seen as
 "medieval," he is actually unlike anyone who lived in past
 centuries. He responds to the specific challenges of the twen
 tieth century with modern solutions, such as placing theolo
 gians in positions of political power and imposing an Islamic
 economy. To view Khomeini as medieval is to misunderstand
 how profoundly he is a creature of his time.

 If secular and reformist Muslims, experimenting with a di
 versity of political viewpoints, may feel attracted to one or
 another of the superpowers, fundamentalists are fervent in
 their hostility to both, as well as to all Western ideologies.
 As increasing numbers of Muslims are attracted to European

 ways, winning them back to the Shari'a and keeping others
 from straying becomes the fundamentalists' preoccupation.
 They portray Western civilization as aesthetically loathsome,
 ethically corrupt and morally obtuse. They whisper dark ru

 5 Islamic Republic News Agency, Aug. 10, 1985.
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 mors of conspiracy, claiming that the West spreads its culture
 to weaken the Muslims and steal their resources. They ignore
 the West's economic and cultural achievements, harping on its
 unemployment and pornography. To discredit secularist and
 reformist Muslims, fundamentalists call them lackeys of the
 Western powers.

 But denigrating the West is not enough. To attract lapsed
 Muslims, fundamentalists must imbue Islam with some of the
 same features that Western civilization offers. Specifically, they
 transform the theology and law of traditional Islam into a
 modern ideology, a set of economic, political and social theo
 ries. They contend that Islam contains a systematic political
 program comparable to, but better than, those originating in
 Europe. For them, liberalism leads to anarchy, Marxism to
 brutality, capitalism to heartlessness, socialism to poverty. In
 the succinct words of the Malaysian leader Anwar Ibrahim:
 "We are not socialist, we are not capitalist, we are Islamic."6
 Making Islam into an ideology endows the religion with un
 precedented bulk and authority. In the famous declaration by
 Hasan al-Banna, founder of the Muslim Brethren organization,
 "Islam is a faith and a ritual, a nation and a nationality, a
 religion and a state, spirit and deed, holy text and sword."

 Differences in sect and location hardly affect the fundamen
 talist viewpoint. Communal disagreements aside, Shi'ite and
 Sunni fundamentalists hardly differ in goals or methods.
 Though resident in different parts of the Muslim world?West
 Africa, the Middle East, Central Asia and Southeast Asia?
 fundamentalists everywhere resemble each other. When in
 opposition, they all pressure governments to reject Western
 influences; when in power they attempt to extirpate Western

 ways directly.
 Differences that do exist reflect varying levels of commit

 ment. The conservative fundamentalists promote their ideals
 in peaceable ways, through missionary work, education and
 personal virtue. They believe in evolutionary change. Though
 inclined to blame current problems?poverty, military defeat,
 injustice, moral laxness?on the state's divergence from the
 sacred law, they do not rebel against the authorities. To en
 hance their popularity, shaky rulers sometimes appeal to con

 6 The New York Times, March 28, 1980.
 7 Hasan al-Banna, al-Mutamar al-khamis, p. 10, quoted in Richard P. Mitchell, The Society

 of the Muslim Brothers, London: Oxford University Press, 1969, p. 233.
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 servative fundamentalists by applying the Shari'a where it can
 be done conveniently.

 If conservative fundamentalists fear that the enormous ap
 peal of Western culture erodes Islamic customs and laws,
 radical fundamentalists worry about the very survival of Islam.
 A key radical thinker, Sayyid Qutb, wrote in 1964 that the
 modern age presents "the most dangerous jahiliyya [anti-Is
 lamic barbarity] which has ever menaced our faith." For Qutb,
 "everything around is jahiliyya; perceptions and beliefs, man
 ners and morals, culture, art and literature, laws and regula
 tions, including a good part of what we consider Islamic cul
 ture."8

 Radicals attack their governments for ignoring the Shari'a,
 and claim power for themselves on the grounds that they alone
 aspire to implement the whole body of Islamic precepts. Ex
 treme danger justifies extreme action; radicals pursue revolu
 tionary change through violence.

 Although far less numerous than the conservatives, radical
 fundamentalists have a greater political impact. Their well
 articulated program sets the agenda and their extensive infra
 structure of mosques and Sufi brotherhoods poses the most
 acute challenge to governments. A proven willingness to use
 violence and a determination to succeed frequently make them
 invulnerable to conventional security measures. Like commu
 nists, radical fundamentalists form fronts to use others; they
 themselves, however, are hardly ever used or co-opted. Radi
 cals succeeded in overthrowing the government in Iran; they
 present significant challenges to the authorities in Morocco,
 Tunisia, Nigeria, Egypt, Syria, Saudi Arabia, Malaysia and
 Indonesia.

 Numerically, fundamentalists constitute a small minority in
 most Muslim societies and they are embattled. Implementing
 the Shari'a arouses strong opposition among non-Muslims and
 secularist and reformist Muslims. It also alienates those other
 fundamentalists who would apply the law differently or want
 power for themselves. Meeting as they do with massive resis
 tance, fundamentalists who achieve power suspect their oppo
 nents of the worst motives and respond with repression. This
 has been the pattern in the Sudan, Iran and Pakistan.

 Because they are primarily concerned with a matter internal

 8 Sayyid Qutb, Maalim fil-Tariq, quoted in Emmanuel Sivan, Radical Islam, New Haven
 and London: Yale University Press, 1985, p. 25.
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 to Muslim society?the application of Islamic law?fundamen
 talists have limited interest in non-Muslims. Notwithstanding
 their long-term plans to convert infidels and spread the rule of
 Islam, fundamentalists are, in the short term, defensive. Chris
 tians, Hindus and other non-Muslims are of concern only to
 the extent that they obstruct efforts to live by the Shari'a:
 culturally, by enticing individual Muslims from the law; politi
 cally, by depriving Muslim states of their independence. Fear
 is the key to fundamentalist attitudes toward non-Muslims; the
 greater they perceive a threat, the more intense their hostility.
 While the threats of culture and power come from many

 quarters, the superpowers present them most acutely. If, in
 fundamentalist eyes, the United States and the Soviet Union
 "aim to destroy the Islamic culture"9 and jeopardize the inde
 pendence of Muslim countries, fundamentalist Muslims direct
 special hostility toward these two countries.

 IV

 The United States is a far bigger worry for fundamentalist
 Muslims than the Soviet Union; its cultural and economic
 influence far exceed the Soviets', its ideology is more threat
 ening, and its intentions are seen as more hostile. In short,
 America presents the greater set of obstacles to life under the
 Islamic law.

 In cultural matters, the world largely ignores the Soviet
 Union. Who uses the Cyrillic alphabet, learns Russian, listens
 to Radio Moscow, watches Soviet films or vacations in the
 Crimea? The dreary state culture of the U.S.S.R. has virtually
 no impact on the Muslim world and its vibrant dissident culture
 does not reach there. Only pre-revolutionary culture has a
 presence outside the Soviet Union.
 America and its allies, however, have an immense cultural

 impact. The Latin alphabet, English language, the BBC, Holly
 wood and the Riviera have a near-universal attraction. What
 ever Americans and their government do exercises a deep
 fascination. American television programs and films are regu
 larly discussed and decried. U.S. domestic issues, especially
 racial, criminal and economic problems, are known in detail.
 America's popular music, video games, comics, textbooks, lit
 erature and art reach throughout the Muslim world. Its cloth

 9 Sheikh Muhammad Mahdi Shams ad-Din, vice chairman of the Supreme Shi'ite Assembly
 of Lebanon, Islamic Republic News Agency, Nov. 16, 1985.
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 ing, foods, household items and machines are found in towns
 and villages. Most Western sexual customs, such as mixed
 dancing, exist in the Soviet Union as well as the United States,
 but they are known to Muslims around the world from the
 latter; some abhorred practices, say pornography or beauty
 pageants, exist only in the United States.

 American influence also touches Muslims in more profound
 ways. In the delicate area of religion, America exports both
 Christianity (the traditional rival of Islam) and secularism (its
 modern rival). Christian missionaries?all but forgotten in the
 United States and Western Europe?loom large for the fun
 damentalists, who see them as leaders of a systematic assault
 on Islam. Fundamentalists discern a strong crusading compo
 nent to U.S. foreign policy. "The U.S. attitude is motivated by
 several factors, but the most important, in my view," writes
 Umar at-Talmasani, the Egyptian fundamentalist leader, "is
 religious fanaticism. . . . This attitude is a continuation of the
 crusader invasion of a thousand years ago."10

 Ironically, anti-religious ideas also come from the United
 States. Although Moscow, not Washington, aggressively spon
 sors atheism, its heavy-handed, doctrinaire approach carries
 little weight beyond the confines of the Soviet bloc. Free
 thinkers, anti-clerics and atheists the world over get their
 inspiration from America.
 This points to a yet greater irony: Marxism itself comes to

 Islam mostly from the free world. Marxist thought in America
 and Western Europe is dynamic and in tune with new intellec
 tual developments, whereas the version purveyed by the Soviet
 government is hidebound and dull. Worse, because the Soviet
 authorities constantly bend their ideals to meet the practical
 needs of being a superpower, these lack intellectual honesty or
 even consistency. The prison writings of Antonio Gramsci have
 infinitely more appeal than the speeches of Brezhnev. Students
 sent to study in Paris, not Moscow, become the fervent Marx
 ists. Even on the Soviet Union's own ideological turf, then,

 America poses the greater challenge.
 Fundamentalist Muslims are convinced that journalists from

 both the Soviet Union and the United States try to weaken
 Islam by spreading misinformation about their religion. A
 Reuters correspondent was expelled from Iran for filing

 10 Umar at-Talmasani, loe. cit.
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 "biased and at times false reports" in May 1985.11 Again, while
 the suspicion is addressed to both camps, it is the American
 journalists who matter, not their Soviet counterparts. News
 judgments are made in New York City; the international prom
 inence of an event depends on the emphasis given it by the
 editors of the major wire services, newpapers, magazines and
 television networks. Accordingly, Muslims know the news as it
 is generated in New York; they are almost oblivious of how the
 Soviet media cover the news.

 Foreign schools are perhaps the greatest threat of all, taking
 impressionable young Muslims, teaching them Western lan
 guages and infecting them with alien ideas. The prominent
 role Christian missionaries have played historically in education
 makes this issue all the more alarming. Again, it is Khomeini
 who best expresses the fundamentalists' concern: "We are not
 afraid of economic sanctions or military intervention. What we
 are afraid of is Western universities." That which Americans
 see with special pride?the spread of advanced education?
 fundamentalist Muslims see as exceptionally dangerous.

 In sum, the more attractive an alien culture, the more
 fundamentalist Muslims fear it and fight it. A leading Iranian
 mullah declared that the main objective of the Islamic revolu
 tion is to "root out" American culture from Muslim coun
 tries.13 He probably never thought of Soviet culture as a
 comparable threat.

 In the realm of economics, should fundamentalist Muslims
 wish to seek a scapegoat for their poverty, the vast financial,
 industrial and commercial influence of the United States pro
 vides the obvious target. America's economic institutions cast
 a long shadow. Its oil producers, multinational enterprises,
 transportation networks and banking institutions dominate
 their fields. American corporations beckon ambitious Muslims
 with lucrative jobs. The dollar is the international currency,
 U.S. government paper is the single greatest instrument for
 short-term investments, and Wall Street offers the largest cap
 ital market. The International Monetary Fund and the World
 Bank are widely perceived as American-dominated.

 11 Islamic Republic News Agency, May 23, 1985.
 12 Quoted in Shaul Bakhash, The Reign of the Ayatollahs, New York: Basic Books, 1984,

 p. 122.
 13 The New York Times, Jan. 29, 1984.
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 Consistent with their fear of the West, fundamentalists re
 gard foreign economic activity in their countries as exploitative.
 They make quasi-Marxist arguments, claiming that the United
 States owes much of its prosperity to cheap labor and resources
 (especially oil) from the Muslim world. Foreign investments
 and multinational corporations are accused of skimming off
 the most valuable assets of Muslim countries with the help of
 local governments and elites. Fundamentalists even see U.S.
 aid to Muslim countries as proof of a sellout by their own
 governments; this became especially clear in post-1979 Egypt.

 In contrast, the Soviet Union has negligible economic influ
 ence. A moribund Soviet economy inspires no one to adopt its
 version of state capitalism as a model. The ruble has no inter
 national role. The U.S.S.R. hardly participates in the oil trade
 with Muslim countries and its other trade is marginal. It has
 almost no money to invest outside its satellites. Conversely,
 foreigners cannot invest in Latvian industry or Siberian mines.
 That the Soviet Union has so little presence in the world
 economy insulates it from blame; fundamentalists cannot make
 it the cause of their tribulations.

 The presence of large numbers of Americans and West
 Europeans in Muslim countries exacerbates fundamentalist
 sensitivities. Tourists gawk, trample through sacred sites and
 behave immiodestly. Foreign residents infect the local popula
 tion with non-Islamic practices. Except for hippies, anthropol
 ogists and volunteers?each objectionable in its own way?
 Americans live in the best parts of town, enjoying facilities
 beyond the reach of most Muslims, indulging in activities
 forbidden by Islamic law. Soviet tourists are virtually non
 existent outside the Soviet bloc, while Soviet residents in Mus
 lim countries are few in number, are rarely seen, and travel in
 tightly supervised groups.
 America is ubiquitous. As he walks through the modern

 section of almost any town, a fundamentalist Muslim would
 encounter?and object to?most of what he sees: signs in
 English and French, glossy advertisements promoting Marl
 boro cigarettes, Coca Cola and electronic imports; theaters
 showing American feature films; kiosks carrying Time and

 Newsweek; luxury hotels housing American tourists; radios blar
 ing rock music. By contrast, Russian influence derives almost
 exclusively from its military prowess; take that away and the
 Soviet international presence is very small indeed.
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 The U.S. government represents liberal values, the Soviet
 government stands for Marxism as interpreted by Lenin. From
 the fundamentalist Muslim's point of view, these American and
 Soviet ideologies are about equally irreconcilable with Islamic
 tenets and about equally obnoxious. But, like the everyday
 cultures, the two ideologies are not equally threatening.
 At first glance, liberalism appears preferable. Like Islam, it

 respects religious faith, the family unit and private property.
 Marxism, of course, abolishes these and replaces them with
 dialectical materialism, the state and communal ownership. A
 closer look, however, reveals the shallowness of this reading.
 Marxist attacks on the family belong to the distant past and no
 longer have real force. And while the Marxist rejection of
 private property goes much further than any views of funda
 mentalist Muslims, many of the latter believe in severely re
 stricting the right of private property as a means to achieve
 social justice. Muhammad Baqir as-Sadr, the Iraqi thinker
 whose book on economics has greatly influenced the Iranian
 government, argues that ownership of property in Islam should
 be neither wholly private nor entirely public but a mix of the
 two.14

 In one key area?religion?most fundamentalists reject
 Marxism, but even here the difference can be reduced. Marxist
 theory requires atheism, but socialism as such need not. Believ
 ers can redistribute wealth as well as atheists. Some Muslims
 inject God into Marxism, others produce hybrid theories of
 "Arab socialism" or "Islamic socialism." Fundamentalists are
 hopeful that Marxists will see the error of their doctrine on
 this point. For example, Hashemi Rafsanjani noted recently
 that "as a result of the achievements of the Islamic revolution
 in Iran, Marxist theorists and among them Cuba's Fidel Castro,
 have been gradually reviewing their academic outlooks on
 religion and abandoning their judgment of religion as an
 'opium of the masses'." Rafsanjani quoted Castro as saying that
 religion could serve as a revolutionary drive for the masses.15

 If fundamentalist Islam has few conflicts with Marxism, the
 areas of agreement between these two ideologies are numerous,
 especially when they are contrasted to liberalism.

 14 Muhammad Baqir as-Sadr, Iqtisaduna, 3d ed., Beirut: Dar al-Fikr, 1969, pp. 257-268.
 15 Islamic Republic News Agency, Nov. 15, 1985.
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 Authoritative founding scriptures. The Koran and the works
 of Marx and Engels constitute bodies of unalterable but highly
 malleable doctrine. Comprehensive written theories take pre
 cedence over experience and common sense. The assumption
 that truth is knowable permeates fundamentalist Islam and

 Marxism. Liberalism has no writ, no dogma, no authoritative
 interpreters.
 Highly specified patterns of behavior. All-embracing systems

 provide guidance on a wide variety of matters, great and small.
 Fundamentalist Islam begins with the private sphere and then
 extends to control the public, while Marxism moves in the
 other direction, but in the end both regulate private and public
 affairs alike. Specific regulations in the two systems differ
 profoundly, of course, but details matter less than the fact that
 each of them aspires to regulate the whole of life. Liberalism
 leaves its citizens alone as much as possible.
 Pervasive government involvement. In the ideal Islamic or

 Marxist society, no activity takes place without reference to the
 guiding philosphy: education, art, literature, economics, law,
 warfare, sexuality and religion all have political significance.
 And if theory has something to say about every aspect of life,
 the government cannot be far behind. Because fundamentalist
 Muslims and Marxists have specific goals which require that
 the government shape its citizens, government becomes an
 instrument for molding society. Their codes incline them to
 ward authoritarianism (government control of politics only)
 and even totalitarianism (government control of all aspects of
 life). Only a minority of fundamentalist Muslims and not all

 Marxists go in this direction, but the totalitarian temptation
 exists in both ideologies.

 Anti-individualism. Fundamentalist Muslims and Marxists
 share a distaste for what they view as the decadence and crass
 materialism of Western life. The self-indulgent and individu
 alistic features of contemporary American life are especially
 worrisome. Dismissing the philosophical and political rationales
 behind the freedom of expression, both condemn its manifes
 tations and, to a surprising degree, find the same manifestations
 most loathsome. Fundamentalist Muslim and Marxist visions
 of a structured society contrast with the free-wheeling, undis
 ciplined, open way of life in America and Western Europe.
 Individualism threatens the stability of the fundamentalist and

 Marxist orders in equal measure and is anathema to both. Both
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 emphasize community needs over those of the individual and
 place a higher priority on equality than on freedom.

 Ambitious programs. Fundamentalist Muslims and Marxists
 have noble-sounding visions of society that they seek to impose
 on their citizens. The brotherhoods of Muslims and workers
 should transcend geographic, linguistic, ethnic and other dif
 ferences. Islam prohibits war among Muslims; Marxism de
 mands total allegiance to the class. Islam outlaws the charging
 of interest on money and Marxism prohibits private profit.
 Islam prescribes very low taxation rates; Marxism calls for

 massive income redistribution. Islam calls for a society in har
 mony with God's laws; Marxism envisages a society in accord
 with "scientific" principles. Both scorn the modest, realistic
 expectations of liberalism, choosing to pursue higher standards.

 Inability to fulfill goals. Each system requires an impossible
 transformation in behavior; humans cannot live up to divine
 or scientific standards. Muslims and socialists alike have long
 clashed among themselves, starting with the Battle of the Camel
 in A.D. 656 (for Muslims) and the First World War (for social
 ists). The current division of the world into national states
 frustrates fundamentalists as much as Marxists.

 Discouragement of dissent. Anyone living in a fundamentalist
 or Marxist order who proceeds his own way can expect to meet
 severe punishment. Why should those who know total truth
 tolerate dissent? Freedom of expression makes no sense to
 fundamentalists and Marxists, who discourage divergent ideas.
 In contrast, the liberal governments of the United States and

 Western Europe allow each citizen to live as he wishes (within
 obvious limitations) and to attempt to convince others of the
 truth of his ideas.

 For these many reasons Muslim fundamentalists, when they
 think about it, find the Soviet ideological program less alien
 than the American. Finally is the fact that Muslims and Marxists
 alike see themselves as successors to Western civilization and
 have mounted its only sustained challenges. Islam claims that
 Muhammad's revelation replaces Christianity as the final reli
 gion; Marxism claims that socialism succeeds capitalism as the
 final stage of economic evolution. In the face of these ambi
 tions, the continued prosperity and power of America riles
 both fundamentalist Muslims and Marxists and stimulates
 bonds between them, for all their differences.
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 VI

 In political and military terms, one might expect fundamen
 talist Muslims to see the Soviet Union as their greatest threat.
 After all, Muscovy was already conquering Muslim lands in the
 fourteenth century; the Russian territorial push at the expense
 of Muslims continued under the tsars until the 1880s, with the
 conquest of Muslim territories in the Caucasus and Central
 Asia. Although the Bolsheviks before 1917 promised inde
 pendence to these regions, once in power the communist
 government devoted enormous resources to securing its hold
 on the tsarist colonial territories. The Soviet Union today
 includes within its state frontiers nearly 50 million Muslims,
 the only large body of Muslims still governed by a European
 power. The long-term conquest of Muslim lands resumed in
 late 1979 with the invasion of Afghanistan.
 As the following commentary on Iranian radio makes clear,

 fundamentalist Muslims know the Soviet record:

 Tsarist aspirations concerning the [Persian] Gulf region did not change in
 the era of the socialist October Revolution. Soviet policy adhered to the
 same aspirations concerning the Gulf region, its warm waters, and its
 strategic oil resources and the huge reserve that the region has in this
 respect. When the Red Army invaded Afghan territory in 1979, Moscow
 covered another section of the way to the region with the hope of extending
 it in the future.16

 The American record could not differ more. While Moscow
 assembled an empire stretching from Germany to Mongolia,
 the United States encouraged the disbanding of European
 empires. From Woodrow Wilson's Fourteen Points in 1918 to
 Dwight Eisenhower's handling of the Suez crisis in 1956,
 American leaders pressured the British, French and other West
 European states to withdraw from Muslim lands.
 Yet American anti-imperialism seems to be forgotten when

 the fundamentalists examine the world around them. Ameri
 ca's close relations with Great Britain and France make it, in
 the eyes of many Muslims, heir to their imperial mantle. Close
 relations with Israel anger them. And the United States is held
 responsible even for Soviet activities: when the Soviet Union
 established diplomatic relations with several Persian Gulf states

 16 Teheran International Service, Nov. 16, 1985.
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 in 1985, Iranian officials interpreted this as an American ploy.
 "Washington is doubtlessly in the picture and background of
 these developments, since the U.S. monopoly of influence, in
 any case, leaves no room for Soviet infiltration. . . . [Perhaps]
 there is a tacit agreement between Washington and Moscow to
 defend the region vis-?-vis a third party [i.e. Iran] that threatens
 the interests of both sides."17 Iranian fundamentalists blame

 Washington for the expansion of Moscow's influence! However
 dangerous the Soviet Union, the United States always looks
 worse.

 Khomeini's pungent anti-Americanism sets the tone for the
 Iranian government and affects the views of fundamentalist
 Muslims world wide. Khomeini believes that the United States

 wishes to take economic control of Iran: "Everything in our
 treasury has to be emptied into the pockets of America."18 He
 interprets Iraq's attack on Iran in September 1980 as an
 American plot and ascribes Iraq's continued resistance to
 American assistance. Iranian commentaries accuse the United
 States of deploying its finest "resources in the fields of politics,
 military and culture" against Iran.19 For all these reasons,
 Khomeini concludes, "Iran is a country effectively at war with
 America."20

 He sees U.S. aggression toward Iran as part of a larger
 pattern: America "has appointed its agents in both the Muslim
 and non-Muslim countries to deprive everyone who lives under
 their domination of his freedom." Make a single mistake and
 the Americans will pounce: "The danger that America poses
 is so great that if you commit the smallest oversight, you will
 be destroyed." In short, "America plans to destroy us, all of
 us."21 The United States is largely successful, too, at least in
 regard to the places Khomeini cares most about: as he stated
 in September 1979, "Today, the world of Islam is captive in
 the hands of America."22
 The Soviet danger is not unimportant: "We are at war with

 international communism no less than we are struggling against
 the global plunderers of the West . . . the danger represented

 17 Ibid.

 18 Khomeini, op. cit., p. 221.
 19 Radio Teheran, Oct. 30, 1985.
 20 Khomeini, op. cit., p. 305.
 21 Khomeini, op. cit., pp. 214, 286, 306.
 22 Radio Teheran, July 31, 1985.
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 by the communist powers is no less than that of America."23
 Khomeini hates the Soviet Union (a "concentration camp") as
 much as the United States ("a brothel on a universal scale").24
 But Iran maintains better relations with the Soviet Union.

 Fundamentalist Muslims believe they see eye-to-eye with the
 Soviet Union on the question of colonialism, as well as its
 alleged successor, neoimperialism. More important, after
 World War II, the Soviet Union provided a useful balance to
 America's preponderant power. As Sayyid Qutb of Egypt wrote
 in 1951, the Muslims "are in temporary need of the communist
 power."25 For similar reasons, the Iranian foreign minister
 today calls for improved political, trade and scientific relations
 with the U.S.S.R.

 Russia's empire is as obscure as the films it produces: contin
 uing efforts at the absorption of tens of millions of Muslims
 into Soviet society are virtually invisible. The invasion of Af
 ghanistan attracted some attention, but only a small fraction of
 what a comparable American military effort would. Moscow's
 colonial-style control of South Yemen goes almost unnoticed.
 The global influence of American news media has the effect
 of exaggerating Washington's role and diminishing Moscow's.

 In Khomeini's eyes, the Russian record of expansion against
 Iran over the past 250 years pales in comparison with the U.S.
 role during the 25 years before the Islamic revolution. As he
 sees it, the United States put the shah in power in 1953 and
 kept him there through 1978. Khomeini believes that Iran in
 that period had become "an official colony of the U.S."26 The
 Soviets may loom across a long border, but the Americans have
 already ruled the country, as the fundamentalist leadership sees
 it, and are planning to do so again.
 Less challenged by or aware of the Soviet Union, radical

 fundamentalists fear it less. In more positive terms, they slightly
 but consistently favor the Soviet Union over the United States.
 So long as America and its way of life attract traditionalist,
 secularist and reformist Muslims, fundamentalists will direct
 most of their hostility toward the United States.

 28 Khomeini, op. cit., p. 286.
 24 Quoted in Amir Taheri, The Spirit of Allah: Khomeini and the Islamic Revolution, Chevy

 Chase, Md.: Adler 8c Adler, 1986, p. 298.
 25 Sayyid Qutb, al-Salam al-Alami wal-lslam, Cairo, 1951, cited in Richard P. Mitchell, op.

 cit., p. 271.
 * Khomeini, op. cit., p. 215.
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 vu

 This analysis has several major implications. Of the four
 main reasons why fundamentalist Muslims are more anti-Amer
 ican than anti-Soviet, three are fixed. The cultural influence,
 economic dynamism and alien ideology of the United States
 will remain as they are, no matter who the American leaders
 are or what course their policy takes. No specific action will
 make the country less objectionable to fundamentalists. Con
 versely, nothing the Soviet Union can do will win it a cultural,
 economic or ideological role comparable to America's.

 In other words, what America is, not what it does, constitutes
 its greatest challenge to fundamentalist Muslims. Little can be
 done to avert collisions between America and the fundamen
 talists. Were the U.S. government willing to take every step to
 appease the fundamentalists, most problems would remain.
 Disclaiming the Carter Doctrine, disbanding the Central Com
 mand, renouncing Israel and supporting fundamentalist forces
 in Lebanon and Afghanistan would still leave the advertise
 ments, ideologies, schools and multinational corporations that
 attract Muslims. Ultimately, Washington can do very little to
 reduce the fears of fundamentalists.

 There remains one positive step open to the United States:
 to attempt to convince fundamentalists that with regard to the
 fourth factor, the political-military threat, the Soviet Union
 threatens them more. The fundamentalist view that the United

 States presents the main threat to Muslim independence is
 simply wrong: in fact, the Soviet Union does. Reminding the
 fundamentalists of basic facts?who rules 50 million Muslims
 in the Caucasus and Central Asia, who controls South Yemen,
 who has troops in Afghanistan?might increase their attention
 to Soviet behavior. The goals of such an effort would be
 modest; the point of directing attention to the Soviet empire is
 not to make friends for the United States, but to impress upon
 the fundamentalists the real nature of the dangers they face.
 The American government has many means for making

 fundamentalist Muslims (and others) more aware of the Soviet
 threat: speeches by leading politicians, Voice of America pro
 grams, statements at the United Nations and other interna
 tional forums, and so forth. Making the Soviet threat to Mus
 lims a major theme would almost certainly provoke interna
 tional discussion and would be much to America's benefit.
 For American policymakers, the problem of dealing with
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 fundamentalist Muslims arises in three situations: when they
 oppose pro-American governments, when they oppose pro
 Soviet governments and when they control governments.

 Tempting as it is to rush in and assist a friendly Muslim ruler
 facing powerful fundamentalist opposition, this often proves
 counterproductive. When embattled rulers accept American
 aid they become more vulnerable to accusations of selling their
 independence to Washington. The fundamentalist Muslims'
 extreme sensitivity to even the slightest hints of dependence
 on a superpower renders the dilemma of helping one's friends
 without arousing more opposition especially acute.

 To make matters worse, Muslim rulers sometimes refuse to
 acknowledge the full danger of arousing fundamentalist anger.
 The shah of Iran associated too closely with the United States;
 the same was true of Sadat. As secularist or reformist Muslims,
 these leaders were so oriented to the West that they consistently
 underestimated the problem of foreign contamination and the
 power of fundamentalists. Sadat became so absorbed by his
 reputation in the West?the Nobel Peace Prize, ovations from
 the U.S. Congress?that he lost touch with his own power
 base, the Egyptian military. (This problem plagues the Soviet
 Union and its Muslim clients as well. In Afghanistan, Nur
 Muhammad Taraki and Hafizullah Amin underestimated their
 Islamic opposition as badly as any American allies; likewise, the
 Soviet Union misunderstood the depths of resistance to their
 invasion.) Friendly Muslim leaders cannot be allowed unilat
 erally to expand their relationship with the United States:
 Americans must take part in this decision.

 In assessing ties to friendly Muslim countries, caution must
 be exercised not to make the United States unnecessarily the
 focus of fundamentalist anger. Fundamentalists attack what
 they see with their own eyes. Importing wheat prompts less
 animosity than the import of films and clothes. American
 soldiers isolated from indigenous populations pose less of a
 problem than soldiers stationed in cities. Quiet cooperation
 with a friendly government provokes less opposition than open
 declarations of support at public meetings. Strong relations
 need not have a high profile: ideally, they are almost invisible.
 When communist or pro-Soviet forces threaten, pro-Ameri

 can regimes are tempted to promote fundamentalists as a
 counterweight, or even to bring them into the government.
 But this tactic involves great danger. The Tunisian and Egyp
 tian governments encouraged fundamentalists in the early
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 1970s, only to lose control of those movements by the end of
 the decade. Secularist politicians in Turkey and the Sudan
 formed coalitions with fundamentalists in the mid-1970s, then
 had to accede to fundamentalist efforts to impose the Shari'a.
 And, when a non-fundamentalist like the late Zulfikar Ali
 Bhutto of Pakistan tries to win fundamentalist support by
 imposing Islamic law, distrust remains.

 Imposition of the Shari'a creates three sources of tension
 with the United States. First, Americans have difficulty sup
 porting a government that flogs alcohol-drinkers, cuts off the
 hands of thieves and stones adulterers. Abhorrent to Western
 morals, these practices create American ill will. Second, wide
 spread opposition to the fundamentalists' version of the law
 leads to an upsurge of repression and instability, and this in
 turn leads to anti-Americanism. Third, the strengthening of
 some of America's most profound antagonists inevitably sours
 relations with the United States.

 In one way, conservative fundamentalists threaten American
 interests more than the radicals, for they can make their
 influence felt within regimes friendly to the United States,
 while radicals oppose the authorities too much to be tempted
 into a coalition. Ultimately, however, radical fundamentalists
 are the real danger. As even more profound enemies of the
 United States than Marxists, their ascension to power almost
 always harms the United States and its allies.

 Should the United States be invited to counsel Muslim allies
 on the question of cooperating with the fundamentalist oppo
 sition, its advice should be straightforward. Unless special cir
 cumstances dictate otherwise, it opposes application of the
 Shari'a and discourages enhancing the power of fundamental
 ists. The United States should neither assist fundamentalist

 movements that oppose friendly governments nor encourage
 its friends to appease them. Contact with radical fundamental
 ists is necessary, of course, to understand their views and to

 monitor their influence, but no assistance should be provided.
 In the case of fundamentalist Muslims opposing governments

 allied with the Soviet Union, the United States is naturally
 tempted to provide aid to the fundamentalists. But this should
 only be done with extreme caution, if at all, and with full
 awareness of the perils involved. Even short-term aid can have
 dangerous consequences. Support for fundamentalists might
 make them the only alternative to communists; the United
 States can inadvertently strengthen the two extremes against
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 the middle, squeezing out its natural allies between Soviet
 clients and fundamentalist Muslims. The moderates, whose
 views more closely correspond to America's, might be de
 stroyed in the process.

 Noting these dangers, fundamentalist Muslim groups should
 receive U.S. aid only when two conditions are met: the govern
 ment they oppose creates very major problems for the United
 States; and the fundamentalists make up the only non-com
 munist opposition.

 Libya, Syria and Afghanistan all meet the first criterion. But
 fundamentalists are only a minor element in the opposition to
 Muammar al-Qaddafi's regime; American aid should therefore
 go only to the non-fundamentalist opposition. In Afghanistan
 too the second condition is not met, for non-fundamentalist
 mujahadeen groups are active both in the fighting in Afghan
 istan and in refugee politics in Pakistan; these deserve military,
 political and financial support from the United States. In Syria,
 however, the second condition is met. The Muslim Brethren
 constitute the only serious opposition to the regime of Hafiz
 al-Assad, and they have shown determination and resourceful
 ness. There being no moderate force to support, Syrian fun
 damentalists could properly receive U.S. aid.

 As for fundamentalists in power, they divide into two types,
 conservatives and radicals. The former usually seek good re
 lations with the United States and, keeping the profound
 differences between their goals and those of the United States
 in mind, ties should be cultivated. Disagreement on long-range
 goals means that cooperation with a superpower is limited to
 tactics. Pakistan resembles China in the way it works with the
 United States against the Soviet Union: both countries take
 money and aid without giving friendship. The application of
 Islamic law creates human rights problems, so the United States
 cannot become too closely associated with fundamentalist lead
 ers, as it did with Jafer al-Numeiri in the Sudan.

 Radicals have terrible relations with the United States, and
 for obvious cultural, economic and ideological reasons. Not
 withstanding their fears of Western civilization, the United
 States should do its best to make the Soviet danger to Muslim
 independence better known. Even so adamant an opponent as

 Khomeini is likely to dwell less on America as he becomes more
 aware of Soviet expansionism.
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